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Dear Mr. Johnson: 
Results from this study provide additional information about the 
crashworthiness of breakaway-cable-terminal (BCT) end treatments. It 
was found that the BCT end treatment performed as designed and resulted 
in proper performance in 73 percent of the accidents investigated. 
Evaluation performance indicates the BCT should be used where 
geometries permit (when a 4-foot offset can be obtained at the end of a 
37 .5-foot parabolic flare with a 10:1 slope in advance and sufficient 
recovery area, not exceeding a 3:1 slope, behind). 
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treatment performed properly in 63 percent of the accidents 
investigated, results suggest that the MBCT design should be modified 
or eliminated due to its stiffness and problems associated with impacts 
at shallow angles. To eliminate the need for a MBCT end treatment or 
other barrier system, gore areas will be contour graded where 
possible. Where the need for a barrier cannot be eliminated, a crash 
cushion should be installed in the gore area. Alternatives to the MBCT 
end treatment that will be considered include contour grading, crash 
cushions, a weakened turned-down median end treatment, or other 
acceptable median barrier system. 
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PERFORMANCE EVA!.UATION OF 
BREAKllllliY-CABLE-TERMINAL END TREATMENTS 
EXECUTIVE SUM!1ARY 
This report included an analysis of 110 accidents involving breakai1ay-­
cable-terminal (BCT) end treatments and 3 6  accidents involving median­
breakaway-cable-terminal (l1BCT) end treatments as used in Kentucky. The 
primary data ba$!L consi.sted _____ of ____ Kent'-'<::l>y ____ ilGciilent re<eorcl§ Jorthe __ years 1980= 
87; with a few accidents that �Vere identified before 1980. An attempt was 
made to document each accident with a police repo rt, photographs, and a 
maintenance repair form. 
It should be noted that the BCT used in Kentucky is similar to the design 
tested and evaluated as part of the NCHRP studies and included in the "AASHTO 
Barrier Guide''. The primary difference was that prior to 1982, most BCT's in 
Kentucky were installed with the last 125 feet of rail placed on a simple 
curve (4.5 degrees) and a 6-foot offset rather than a parabolic flare with a 
4-foot offset. Kentucky's MBCT design utilizes two BCT's joined together at 
the end section and it varies considerably from the design tested as part of 
the NCHRP studies. 
Analyses of the data were made to relate performance to BCT end-treatment 
configuration. Where performance was known, it was determined that 35 of 51 
(69 percent) performed properly when the end section was installed on a 4.5-
degree simple curve. When the end treatment was installed on a parabolic 
flare, performance was rated proper in 33 of 4 2  (79 percent) accidents. For 
installations that were classified as straight, performance was rated proper 
in three of five (60 percent) accidents. When all three configurations are 
combined, performance was rated proper in 73 percent of the accidents. Only 
ten impacts were known to involve small cars and the BCT performed improperly 
in four of those accidents. 
The MBCT end treatment performed properly in 63 percent of the accidents. 
Problems related to stiffness of the end treatment were most apparent when 
impact angles were shallow. A recommendation was made to contour grade gore 
areas 11here possible and to install a crash cushion where the need for a 
barrier cannot be eliminated. For MBCT installations at median piers and 
median width of 20 feet or less, crash cushions were also recommended. A 
turned-down end-treatment design was proposed for consideration at median 
piers where the median width was greater than 20 feet. 
Evaluation of the performance of Kentucky's BCT end treatment indicates 
that it may be used where geometries permit; that is, when a 4-foot offset can 
be obtained (at the end of a 37.5-foot parabolic flare) IVith a 10:1 slope in 
advance and a sufficient recovery area, not exceeding a 3:1 slope behind. 
Slopes referred to here are based on general guidelines for BCT design as 
noted in the survey of other states performed by tbe Kentucky Transportation 
Research Program (14) and from the "AASHTO Barrier Guide (17). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The performance of guardrail end treatments has been a subject of concern 
to highway engineers for many years. A concentrated effort was begun in the 
mid 1960's to evaluate guardrail design and recommend warrants for guardrail 
usage. 1'he work was funded through the National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program's (NCHRP) Project 15-1 and a review of current practices was performed 
by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (1) . A second s t udy funded by NCBRP was a 
cortmiJ 11tion .. ot I§<::ommended J?ri!c:.ti�Ces. Jox ... Joc.atinr , ... Ciesir nir1gL .... 11nil m<�intait•iJlg 
guardrails and median barriers (2) . Results reported from the study were 
based upon a comprehensive literature review, a s tate-of-the-art survey, and 
the advice of a selected group of experts. It >las noted that ramped end 
treatments caused test vehicles to launch, roll, and tumble. 
The next s t udy in the series under NCHRP Project 15-1 included results of 
25 full-scale crash tests and summarized the relative performance of the 
designs tested (3) . Eight ful.l··scale tests were performed on end terminal 
designs; six involved ramped designs, one was performed on a flared end 
treatment, and one involved a blunt end terminal. With the exception of one 
test, the vehicles were launched, rolled, and tumbled in the ramp-terminal 
tests. In the flared-terminal test, the vehicle penetrated the rail and 
decelerated in an acceptable manner. For the blunt-terminal test, the vehicle 
sustained major front-end damage, was launched , and landed on top of the rail. 
I t  was concluded that all designs tested were hazardous and development of a 
safer end treatment was the highest priority item for subsequent research. 
The fourth in a series of studies as a part of NCHRP Project 15-1 was a 
synthesis of information on warrants, service requirements, and performance 
criteria for all traffic-barrier systems (4) . Emphasis was placed on the 
center section or ''length of need" section rather than the terminal sections. 
The last of five documents reporting on research that origina ted as NCHRP 
Project 15-1 dealt with guardrail end design and included result s  of full­
scale tests on hydraulic-pos t guardrail design and concepts for improved end 
designs (5) . Included in NCHRP Report 118 were 12 new guardrail terminal and 
transition concepts, one of which was the "breakaway-cable-terminal'' (BCT) . 
Three full-scale crash tests were per:Eormed to eval u a t e  the dynamic 
performance of the BCT. The BCT concept was an effective terminal for W-beam 
guardrail systems and appeared to be a significant improvement over either the 
turned-down or blunt-nose terminal. It was noted that for end-on impacts the 
BCT performed in a manmn: similar to crash cushions. Maximum average vehicle 
deceleration permissible for crash cushions is 12 g and average deceleration 
values for end-on impacts into the BCT were only 2.5 g and 3.4 g .  Those tests 
were conducted with 4, 100-pound tes t cars, and i t  was noted t h a t  higher 
dec<�leration values should be experienced for smaller tes t vehicles. 
Advantages of the flared over the non-flared terminal for end-on impacts were 
demonstrated in the crash tests. Stabilization of the end-nose was achieved 
by using either steel diaphragms or vermiculite concrete to spread the beam 
loads over a large fron tal area. As a res ul t of t e s t s  cond u c t e d  a n d  
documented i n  NCHRP Report 129, t h e  B C T  w a s  recommended f o r  immedi a t e  
installation for field evaluation. 
Southwest Research Ins titute's (SRI) work on guardrail end treatments was 
extended as NCHRP Project 22-2. Included were 25 full- scale crash tests to 
develop prototype end designs with emphasis on the breakaway-cable, terminal 
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{6). Three tests of the BCT using subcompact cars also were performed. High 
rates of deceleration were measured du ring impacts with the small c a rs. 
Results indicated that the BCT neither eliminated nor increased the danger 
during small-car end-terminal collisions. Modifications to the end treatment 
were made to include a concrete footing and a drilled hole in the second post. 
Additional modifications were made to increase the s i z e  of the concrete 
footing that had failed in an earlier test. Overall r esults confirmed the 
recommendation for immediate trial implementation. 
Development of the breakaway-cable terminal for median barriers followed 
research on BCT' s for guardrails (7). Test results indicated the median 
barrier performed acceptably for the steel box-b<oam median barrier and the 
blocked-out W-beam median barrier with both steel and wooden posts. It also 
;ras noted that installation of the BCT for guardrails was encouraged by the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as part of the National Experimental and 
Evaluation P rogram (Notices HNG-32, December 11, 1972, and HH0-31, May 24, 
1973) . 
Additional n�search conducted as part of NCHRP Project 22-·2 included 
component testing, analytical simulation, and full·-sca.le crash testing to 
further develop earlier BCT designs (8). Several modifications made included 
the use of slip-base steel posts, a reduction in the size of wooden posts from 
8 x 8 inches to 6 x 8 inches, and elimination of use of diaphragms in the nose 
section. It was noted that more than 12 states had installed BCT' s as of 
March 1976. 
An update on development of the BCT was reported by NCHRP in Nay 1978 
{9). Several problems were reported, both in service and during subsequent 
experimental programs. Those problems included removal of the fractured ;;ood 
post from the concrete footing, high costs of BCT components, and snagging of 
a s\D)compact vehicle's underside by steel-post BCT's. Modifications were made 
and the BCT was judged to perform satisfactorily for most vehicle impact 
conditions. It was noted that 30 states had adopted the guardrail BCT as a 
standard, with less widespread use of the median barrier BCT. 
By November 1980, it was reported by NCHRP that nearly 100,000 BCT end 
treatments had been installed in over 40 states (10). Problems continued to 
occur with the removal of broken posts and installations where the 4-foot 
flare was not obtained. It was emphasized that lack of the 4-foot flare could 
result in spearing of vehicles during head-on impacts. 
Documentation of field pe rformance of BC1' and med.i.an-breakm;ay- cable­
terminal end treatments {MBCT) has been relatively scarce since testing by the 
SRI. A study by the New Jersey Department of Transportation had the objective 
of evaluating in-service performance of BCT's (11). Thirteen vehicul a r  
impacts into BCT' s were evaluated and results were compared with full-scale 
crash tests previously conducted by SRI. In·-service experience was similar to 
the initial tests by SRI, and the BCT was recommended for flared guardrail 
installations. A significant problem was spearing of small cars during end-on 
impacts when the end had not been flared. Reinforcement of the unstiffened 
buffer end on straight guardrail sections was recommended. Replacement of the 
two 12.5-foot sections with one 25-foot section also was recommended. 
The median-breakaway-cable end treatment (MBCT) as designed and tested by 
SRI has had limited use. Installations are known to have been made in New 
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Jersey and North Carolina. New Jersey has installed approximately 40 of the 
MBCT's and there has been only one reported accident (12). A large automobile 
struck the device, and it performed as intended. Only one accident has been 
reported involving a !1BCT in North Carolina (13). 'fhe terminal was impacted 
end-on by a full-size sedan and performed properly, even though it was damaged 
extensively. 
A survey completed by the Kentucky ·rransportation Research Program (KTRP) 
revealed that the BCT was the most common end treatment used with 40 
listing use of this treatment to some degree ( In states, 
was used for terminating roadside steel-beam guardrail. Some form of the MBCT 
was used in 16 states. An investigation of 69 accidents involving BCT and 
MBCT end t r eatments was performed by the UKTRP in 1984 (15). Results 
indicated the BCT performed properly in 60 p e rcent of the accidents and 
Kentucky's version of the MBCT performed properly 50 percent of the time. 
According to a Technical Advisory distributed by FHWA (T5040. 2 dated 
January 7, 1986), installation of B C T ' s  has continued with o v e r  130, 000 
estimated to be in use (16). Reported problems with the BC'r involving small 
cars prompted FHWA to perform additional tests on the BCT with 1, 800-pound 
cars. Results were satisfactory at 30 mph, but caused vehicle rollover at 60 
mph. Efforts to modify the BCT to accommodate 1, 800-pound cars resulted in 
development of the Eccentric Loader BCT as detailed in the FHWA Technical 
Advisory (16) . 
BCT'S AND MBCT ' S  USED IN KENTUCKY 
Kentucky was one of the first states to install BCT's in 1974. Through 
1986, the total number of installations made and included in the Kentucky 
Department of Highway's summaries of unit bid prices was 4, 308. The weighted 
average cost for each BCT installation was $509. Summaries of BCT and !1BCT 
installations and costs for 1974-1986 are presented in Table 1. The cur rent 
recommended standard in Kentucky for all fills and solid rock cut sections 
having an adequate recovery zone behind the guardrail is the BCT. Details of 
the BCT are shown in the Standard Dra1,1ing for Kentucky's Type 4 End Treatment 
(Appendix A). It should be noted that there are several BCT' s without the 
p a rabolic flare installed in Kentucky. P ri o r  to 1982, most B C T ' s  w e r e  
installed with the last 125 feet o f  r a i l  placed o n  a simple c u rve ( 4 . 5  
degrees) and an offset of 6 feet. I n  1982 , Kentucky's Standard Drawing for 
BCT installations was revised to reflect a parabolic flare over the last 3 7.5 
feet with a 4- foot offset at the end. Figure 1 illustrates a recent 
installation of a BCT in Kentucky with a 4-foot offset and parabolic flare. 
Shown in Figure 2 is a BCT installed using the 4.5-degree simple curve with an 
offset of about 6 feet. Significant problems may occur when the end is not 
flared. Vhen the BCT end treatment is installed with the designed flare and 
offset, impacts with the end may result in acceptable performance as shown in 
Figure 3. This BCT was constructed using the 4.5-degree simple curve as the 
method to achieve the desired offset. However, it should again be noted that 
the currently acceptable method of obtaining the 4-foot offset involves the 
use of a parabolic flare as opposed to the 4. 5--deg ree simple cu rve. 
Kentucky ' s  Standard Drawing for the BCT with 4-foot offset and the 3 7.5-foot 
parabolic flare is shown in Appendix a. 
Kentucky's version of the MBCT has not been installed in Kentucky as 
extensively as the BCT. For the period 1974 through 1986, a total of 732 were 
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installed as part of new construction or reconstruction projects and the 
weighted average cost was $617 par installation (Table 1). Kentucky ' s  design 
utilizes two BCT's joined together at the end section as shown in Figure 4. 
Details of this design are shown in the Standard Drawings for Kentucky ' s  Type 
6 End Treatment (Appendix A). It was noted earlier that head-on impacts into 
unflared BCT ' s  could result in spearing of the vehicle. Similar problems are 
associated with head-on impacts into Kentucky's MBCT design (Figure 5). There 
appears to be little uniformity nationwide in the types of designs used for 
MBCT end txeatmeuts_ Only a £eJ; states adopted the !!BCT for use as it was 
designed and tested by SRI. A typical installation using that design is shown 
in Figure 6. It should be noted that the BCT and MBCT evaluated in this study 
are the types used in Kentucky. The BCT presently used in Kentucky is very 
similar to the design tested, evaluated, and recommended as part of the NCHRP 
studies (5). However, the MBCT used in Kentucky varies considerably from the 
�!BCT design recommended as part of the NCHRP studies (7, 8). 
DATA COLLECTION 
Data collection for this study involved several phases. Initially, 
reports of accidents involving all types of safety barriers were collected for 
the years 1980 through 1982. Those barriers included crash cushions, earth 
mounds, concrete median barriers, and four types of guardrail end treatments -
BCT, MBCT, buried (turned down), and blunt. An inventory of all Kentucky 
routes having BCT and MBCT installations was used; accident reports pertaining 
to those routes were reviewed and appropriately selected. The next step 
involved making arrangements with maintenance p10rsonnel within the Kentucky 
Department of Highways so that the study team would be notified when accidents 
occurred involving BCT or MBCT end treatments. The objective was to notify 
the study team of accidents involving BCT and MBCT end treatments so on-site 
investigations could be made before the guardrail was repaired. Photographs 
were obtained to document the performance and damage to the end treatment. In 
some instances, photographs of vehicles were provided by police or other 
agencies. 
Additional accidents involving guardrails were discovered while on trips 
or while searching accident reports for other purposes. An effort was made to 
combine photographs with appropriate accident reports. However, some 
accidents involving guardrail ends went unreported. In other cases, the 
guardrail was repaired before photographs could be obtained. 
The initial phase of data collection included a sample of 69 accidents 
involving BCT and ''Kentucky MBCT'' end treatments and the results were reported 
previously ( 15). Additional data collection continued after the first 
research study and the two data collection efforts have been combined. The 
result was a total of 146 accidents, with 7 7  accidents being added during the 
second period of data collection. Primary data collection included the period 
1980 through 1987; however, there were 10 of the 146 accidents that occurred 
prior to 1980. 
RE:SUL'rS 
Data for a total of 146 BCT or ''Kentucky MBCT'' end-treatment accidents 
were obtained (Table 2). It should be noted that any reference to an MBCT and 
treatment in the results is the Kentucky version of the MBCT. The majority of 
accidents (110) involved a BCT. The earliest accident date was May 1976 and 
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the most recent was May 1987. Limited repair cost data were available. The 
average repair cost at eight BCT locations was approximately $644, 1�ith a 
range from about $206 to $980. A wide range of repair costs would be expected 
because of differences in damages. The average cost to repair three MBCT end 
treatments was about $681. Repair costs were highe r than the o riginal 
installation costs of $509 for BCT's and $617 for MBCT's. 
Sources of information concerning accidents included accident reports, 
photogra)2hs" and _ _r:eJ2B:lr_ f_orn1s_. _ _lm _ _  a_c�j.d_EHl_t_ rer>Qrt __ was obtai!led Ior __ 99 _of ___ the _______ _________ __ _ 
146 accidents, either police photographs or site photographs were obtained for 
104 accidents, and a repair form was obtained for 33 accidents. All three 
sources of information were obtained for only 12 accidents. Following is a 
discussion of results from analyses of BCT and MBCT end-treatment accidents. 
BCT END--TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
Performances of BCT end treatments for each accident were determined and 
are summarized in Table 3 .  In addition to end-t reatment perfo rmance, 
information concerning vehicle size, impact severity, impact angle, guardrail 
placement, end-treatment configuration, vehicle action after impact, and end­
treatment damage were analyzed. Subjective judgment was used to d<"termine 
many of those variables. Explanations of variables are presented in Figure 7.  
End-treatment performance, when it could be determined, was defined as 
either proper or improper. Proper performance resulted when the end treatment 
performed as intended , with the 1woden posts breaking away or the guardrail 
redirecting the vehicle. Impact severity (which involves guardrail damage, 
vehicle damage, and injury severity) was not used as the c riteria f o r  
assessing performances. It is possible that the end-treatment could perform 
properly with severe injuries occurring as a result of other factors such as 
vehicle size and lack of safety belt usage. Vehicle and guardrail damage may 
be more related to type and size of vehicle than end-treatment performance. 
Therefore, the most consistent criteria to rate performance was selected to be 
an interpretation of the condition of whether the posts broke away as designed 
without causing the vehicle to overturn, and/or proper redirection of the 
vehicle after impact with the guardrail. Performance was rated for 102 of the 
110 BCT accidents. 
Because many of the BCT end treatments were not installed with ao offset 
of 4 feet and a parabolic flare over a distance of 37.5 feet, additional 
analysis was performed to document the configuration of the BCT as it was 
installed. End-treatment configu ration was catego r i z e d  as one of the 
following: 
1) Simple Curve -·- a 4. 5-degree simple curve is used to extend the 
standard section of guardrail to the terminal section. The last 125 
feet of guardrail is installed on this 4.5-degree curve to obtain an 
offset of 6 feet at the end; 
2) Parabolic 
pa rabolic 
evaluated, 
Flare the terminal section 
flare over the last 3 7 . 5  feet 
and recommended as part of NCHRP 
is o:Efset 4 
(type that 
studies); 
feet with a 
was tested, 
3) Straight -- the terminal section is placed at the end of a standard 
section of guardrail ;lith very little or no offset. 
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Results of categorizing the end-treatment configurations are presented in 
Table 3. Of the 110 accidents involving BCT's, 54 �1ere categorized as a 
simple curve. Those BCT installations having a parabolic flare totaled 46. 
There were five installations determined as having very little or no offset 
and five configurations were unknown due to lack of data. 
Analyses of the data v1ere made to relate performance to BCT end-
----------------tr e at me rct __ c_onfig:lll'atiQIL ___ (J'able_ __ 5J __ � ___ i<h_era__l)_eJ:Lm:m<tn<;;_e ___ !L_IiuLJ\JlQ_l'1XtL__;L _>L<!_? __ _ 
determined that 35 of 51 (69 percent) performed prop erly when the end section 
;1as installed on a 4.5··degree simple curve. When the end treatment was 
installed on a parabolic curve, performance was rated proper in 33 of 42 (79 
percent) accidents. For installations that were classified as straight, 
performance was rated proper in three of five (60 percent) accidents. When 
all three configurations are combined, p erformance was rated proper in 73 
percent of the accidents. 
Presented in Table 6 is a summary of impact severit·y cross-tabulated with 
end-treatment configuration and related to performance. A severe impact was 
one sufficient to cause heavy or extensive damage to the guardrail, disabling 
damage to the vehicle, and/or injury s e verity classif i e d  as fatal or 
incapacitating. Non-severe was classified as slight or moderate damage to 
guardrail, functional or non-functional damage to the vehicle, and/or slight 
or no injury. The data sh011 proper performance was higher for non-severe 
impacts (89 percent) as compared to severe impacts (66 percent). For end 
s ections installed on a simple curve, there was 61 percent proper performance 
in s evere impacts compared to 92 perc ent in non-severe impacts. S evere 
accidents involving the parabolic flare resulted in proper performance in 72 
percent of the accidents (23 of 32). 
Impact angle was crosstabulated with end-treatment configuration and 
related to performance in Table 7. A higher p ercentage of improper 
performance was noted for impacts at shallow angles (15 degrees or less) than 
for moderate-to-sharp angles (greater than 16 degrees). At shallow angles, 
the BCT installed on a simple curve performed properly less frequently (52 
percent) than it did when impacted at moderate-to-sharp angles (82 percent). 
This could be related to the stiffness of the BCT end section when installed 
without the parabolic flare, a condition that would be worse when impacts are 
at shallow angles. For impacts into an end treatment installed on a parabolic 
flare, performance was proper in 9 of 14 accidents (64 percent) at shallow 
angles and 18 of 22 ( 82 percent) at moderate-to--sharp angles. This shows 
that, even when the end treatment is installed with the parabolic flare, the 
BCT performed properly l ess frequently w h e n  impact e d  at shallow a ngles 
compared to moderate--to-sharp angles. In four of the eight fatal accidents 
involving the BCT, the approaching vehicle ran off the road prior to the BCT 
and was in the process of attempting to get back onto the road when the impact 
occurred. This resulted in a very shallovl impact angle and spearing of the 
vehicle. In three of these accidents, the vehicle was sliding side;1ays at 
impact with the impact to the side of the vehicle. The BCT, in either the 
parabolic flare or simple curve configuration, is too stiff when impacted at a 
very shallow angle with the side of a vehicle. It was not designed for those 
type impacts. 
Results of comparing damage to the various end-treatment configurations to 
performance are presented in Table 8. End-treatment damage was classified as 
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either slight-to-moderate or heavy-to-extensive. G e n erally, slight-to­
moderate was deflection of the rail , bending both posts or breaking one, 
and/or movement of the concrete footing. Heavy-to-extensive was breaking both 
posts and/or breaking both posts with damage to rail beyond the second post. 
When all end-treatment types were combined, performance results were nearly 
the same for slight-to-moderate and heavy-to-extensive end··treatment damage. 
For BCT end treatments installed on a simple curve, performance was proper in 
16 of 20 accidents (80 percent) when end-treatment damag e was slight"·to-
------------- _ llilldfrratl:c ___ 1l.lld __ in_ ___ l4_ __ of_ _22_ __ ac£id_ents ___ l_64 n_e_r_Cc<f!_lltl _ __ l"ill\lll _ _  d_amarrQ __ :Vl:<'!H ___ b_e<:t-'lY�to_= _________ __ _______ _ __ _ 
extensive. For end treatments having the parabolic flare, performance was 
similar for accidents in which end-treatment damage was heavy-to-extensive (82 
percent proper performance) as compared to slight-to-moderate damage (81 
percent proper performance). 
Data showing a comparison of vehicle siz e  and impact severity are listed 
in Table 9. Information concerning t h e  v ehic l e  y ear, v e h i c l e  make, a n d  
vehicle style or model i s  given. Impact severity was equally severe for all 
vehicle sizes. Impact was judged to be severe in 72 percent of the accidents 
(76 of 105) where severity was known. Also, the large majority of vehicles 
(independent of size) received disabling damage (83 percent). There were 
eight fatal accidents of which seven involved a large automobile. Over one 
half of the accidents (57 perc ent) resulted in an injury where the severity of 
the accident was known. A substantial number of acci dents (26 perc ent) 
resulted in either a fatality or incapacitating injury. Vehicle siz e  was 
related to end--treatment damage with accidents involving small automobiles 
resulting in less damage. About one-half of t h e  acci d ents ( 4 7  p e r c ent) 
resulted in either heavy or extensive damage to the guardrail. 
Presented in Table 10 is a summary of performance when vehicle size was 
cross-tabulated with end-treatment configuration. Ten impacts involved small 
cars and the end treatment performed properly in four of the collisions. For 
impacts involving large automobiles, the end treatment performe d  properly in 
33 of 49 accidents (67 percent) 11here performance was known. For those 
accidents involving large automobiles, performance was proper for 16 of 26 (62 
percent) when the BCT was installed as a simple curve and 14 of 20 (70 
percent) when the BCT included a parabolic flare. In the seven accidents 
involving trucks, performance was rated proper in four cases (57 percent). 
For all three cases of improper performance invol vinq trucks, the vehicle 
overturned. 
Vehicle siz e  information was available in sufficient detail to categorize 
only 67 of the 110 BCT accidents. However, in 10 other accidents, it 1·;as 
determined that the vehicle was an automobile of unknown siz e. Performance 
was rated proper in all 10 of those accidents; 8 were at locations where the 
BCT was a simple curve, one was a parabolic flare, and one was a straight BCT. 
Data relating the most severe injury in each accident with end treatment 
configuration are presented in Table 11. There were eight fatal accidents and 
six of those occurred at locations where the BCT had been installed on a 
simple curve. Of the 42 injury accidents, 11 involved incapacitating injuries 
and 8 of those were the result of accidents at locations where the BCT was a 
simple curve. For accidents in which injury s everity was known, 8 of 74 (11 
percent) resulted in a fatality. A substantial percE!ntage of accidents (26 
percent) resulted in either a fatality or incapacitating injury. Of the eight 
fatal accidents, four involved spearing, two involved the vehicle breaking 
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through, one involved overturning of the vehicle, and the other involved a car 
breaking one post and then spinning counterclockwise 180 degrees. 
Improper performance was generally associated with one of the following 
occurrences: 1) the vehicle hit the end treatment and was stopped when the 
posts did not break, 2) the vehicle overturned as it hit the end and the post 
did not break, or 3) a concrete :footing moved and prevented the posts from 
breaking. There were five instances in which the BCT end treatment spear.Jd 
------- -- -- - tl±e---;;:@i-Gl.;,�-----'l'l±r�inv�Lred-a-simple-_-CJ.U:C\Le __ and __ bJ'o_ __ insmlJLed_JL_f>=aholic__flar'a _ _ ____________ _ _ 
installation. Other researchers have shown that the BCT has failed to perform 
properly when impacted head-on by small cars. Bead-on crash tests performed 
by SRI in the study titled ' Evaluation of Guardrail BCT's'  showed that small 
cars performed satisfactorily in 30 mph tests but not in 60 mph tests (16) . 
Instances of spearing are usually the result of an impact with an end 
treatment having no flare, but may result if a vehicle travels off the road 
and then the driver attempts to reenter the road at a very shallo1; impact 
angle. Such a problem may occur when impacting an M B C T  end treatment 
installed in a gore location. 
An analysis of injury severity as compared to end-treatment performance 
was made. That revealed performance to be proper more frequently in accidents 
where there were no injuries or injuries were not severe. Injury severity 
also was compared to end treatment damage and it was noted that injuries 
generally were more severe when damage was greater. 
"KENTUCKY HBCT" END-TREATHENT ACCIDENTS 
A summary of the performance of HBCT end treatments for each accident is 
presented in Table 12. Performance was determined for 27 of the 36 accidents 
involving an MBCT end treatment. For those where performance could be 
determined, 17 (63 percent) were rated as proper. Only 5 of 14 severe impacts 
(36 percent) having performance rated resulted in proper performance. In 
contrast, 11 of 12 (92 percent) non-severe impacts were termed proper. Impact 
angles were classified as either shallow or moderate or sharp. For those 
accidents where impact angles were known, 13 of 23 accidents (57 percent) 
resulted in proper performance. For accidents in which heavy or extensive 
guardrail damage resulted and in which performance was also rated, four of 
seven (57 percent) resulted in improper performance. Only three accidents of 
known vehicle size involved a small vehicle and all resulted in improper 
performance. Two accidents involved collisions with a MBCT placed in a gore 
and resulted in improper performance with the end spearing the vehicle (Figure 
5) . The third accident involved a small car impacting the MBCT from the back 
side and was a non-severe impact. 
Of the 36 accidents involving an MBCT, 31 involved thel !!BCT placed in the 
median while in five accidents the MBCT was in the gore. Of the 3 1  accidents 
in which the MBCT was in the median, 11 involved hitting the and treatment 
from the rear. None of the three accidents i nvolving a 11BCT in the gore 
resulted in proper performance. Performance was rated as proper for 68 
percent of the accidents involving an MBCT in the median with 60 percent 
proper when the impact was from the front and 80 percent proper when the 
impact was from the rear of the HBCT. 
Data concerning vehicle size and impact severity are summarized in Table 
13. Of 20 accidents of known injury severity, 14 (70 percent ) resulted in 
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some type of injury and 7 (35 percent) resulted in either a fatality or 
incapacitating injury. There were three fatal accidents involving a MBCT. Two 
fatal accidents were the result of spearing when a small vehicle impacted a 
MBCT in a gore area and the third was a high-speed impact of a tractor trailer 
into a MBCT. Vehicles received disabling damage in 14 of 20 accidents (70 
percent). Impact severity was classified as severe in 21 of the 34 accidents 
(62 percent). Collisions involving either small or large automobiles 
generally resulted in severe impacts. Guardrail damage was either heavy or 
extensive_i_�_ lO of 27 a<e<Lic!e!l1:�_j37 percent)_._ _ __ __ _ 
The MBCT end treatment has been used in medians and at least one gore 
location. For those accidents in which performance could be rated, both gore 
accidents were classified as not providing proper performance while 8 of 25 
median-location accidents (32 percent) were classified as resulting in 
improper performance. 
SUMMARY 
Analysis of accidents investigated revealed any accident involving 
collision with a guardrail end is potentially severe. Considering all 
configurations combined, the BCT end treatment performed properly in most 
accidents (73 percent); that is, the end treatment performed as it was 
intended with the wooden posts breaking away or the guardrail redirecting the 
vehicle. This percentage of proper performance occurred even though the BCT 
was determined to have been installed with a parabolic flare in only 46 of the 
110 accidents investigated. Results indicate that proper performance ranged 
from 60 percent for end sections with no offset, to 6 9  percent for end 
sections with a "simple curve" offset, to 79 percent for ends with a 
"parabolic flare" offset. Most BCT end-treatment configurations evaluated 
included those installed on a 4.5-degree simple curve with a n  offset of 
approximately 4 to 6 feet at the end (54 installations). A few of the 
accidents involved a straight BCT with a very small or no offset ( 5 
installations). Only 10 impacts involved small cars and the BCT end treatment 
performed properly in 4 of those accidents. Improper performance of the BCT 
was generally related to either failure of the posts and guardrail to break 
away as designed, causing the vehicle to stop abruptly or overturn; or 
excessive movement of a concrete footing that prevented the posts from 
breaking. Four accidents involved spearing of the vehicle and all were 
shallow angle impacts with three involving impact with the side of the 
vehicles. Overall performance was not as good when the impact angle was 
shallow. Poor performance for shallow impact angles involving BCT's and the 
problem exhibited by MBCT end treatments impacted head--on show that a flare is 
necessary. Any installation of a BCT end treatment without proper flare 
provides a potential to spear a vehicle during a shallow-angle impact. 
The "Kentucky MBCT" end treatment performed properly 63 percent of the 
time. A problem associated with the MBCT appears to be related to the 
stiffness of the end treatment. This problem is most apparent when it is used 
in a gore area where impact angles are shallow. Two fatal accidents occurred 
when the end treatment speared a small vehicle after a head-on collision in a 
gore area� 
RECOM!!ENDATIONS 
Evaluation of the performance of Kentucky's BCT end treatment indicates 
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that it may be used where geometries permit; that is, when a 4-foot flare can 
be obtained (at the end of a 37. 5-foot parabolic flare) with a 10:1 slope in 
advance and a sufficient recovery area, not exceeding a 3:1 slope, behind. 
Slopes referred to here are based on general guidelines for BCT design as 
noted in the survey of other states performed by the KTRP (14) and from the 
"AASHTO Barrier Guide" (17). Where those geometries are not present, the 
turned-down end treatment proposed in the previous report should be used (14). 
Details of this turned-down end treatment (Kentucky's Type 7) are included as 
---------- --- -- AJ?%ndi-x--G-c------------------ ---------------- -------------------- --------- ---- -- ---- - - -
It is recommended that Kentucky's MBCT end treatment design be modified or 
eliminated due to the stiffness of the MBCT and the problems associated with 
impacts at shallow angles. When MBCT end treatments are used in gore areas, 
contour grading should be used where possible to eliminate the need for a 
barrier system. Where the need for a barrier in a gore area cannot be' 
eliminated, a crash cushion should be installed. Where the MBCT is used at 
median piers, it is recommended that crash cushions be used for median widths 
of 20 feet or less. For median widths greater than 20 feet, it is recommended 
that a turned-·down median end treatment be used. 
The question as to the best end treatment that may be used for median 
installations has not been resolved. A continued in-field performance 
evaluation of the BCT, MBCT, and new turned-down end treatments through in­
depth analysis of accidents is vrarranted. This type of performance evaluation 
would provide valuable information for future decisions concerning the most 
crashworthy end treatment to use. A drawing of a proposed turned-down median 
end treatment is shown in Appendix D. 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF BCT AND "KENTUCKY" MBCT INSTALLATIONS BY YEAR 
(NUMBERS AND UNIT PRICES TABULATED FROM CONTRACTS AWARDED) 
===================================================================== 
TYPE OF END TREATMENT 
- - ----------------------- --------- -- ---------- -------- --------- ----
BCT 
----------- ---- - - -- -- - ----- ------ ----------- -------- - - - - - -
KENTUCKY MBCT 
, _ ____ ____ _ ----------
YEAR NDMBER 
AVERAGE UNIT 
PRICE (DOLLARS) 
--------------------
1974 285 668 
1975 443 617 
1976 421 446 
1977 541 423 
1978 229 444 
1979 350 482 
1980 244 516 
1981 160 519 
1982 498 572 
1983 462 487 
1984 180 490 
1985 197 484 
1986 298 464 
T OTALS 4308 509 * 
* Weighted Average 
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NUMBER 
AVERAGE UNIT 
PRICE (DOLLARS) 
--------------
2 700 
98 742 
63 590 
73 545 
101 574 
10 680 
14 657 
90 636 
122 631 
49 622 
39 585 
71 549 
732 617 * 
TABLE 2. S!MMARY OF ACJCIDENr LOCATIONS AND INFORMATION AVAilABLE 
INFORMATION AVAilABLE 
TYPE OF 
ACJCIDENr END ACJCIDENr REPAIR 
NUMBER DISTRICT COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT TREA1MENI'* DATE REPORT PHOI'OS FORM 
------ ----------- --ror------ r------uvrngsron:--------rm--------:m-;g- MBCI' 12/19/80 x------- - - ------------------------------
002 1 M::.Cracken I 24 2.8 BCT 2/13/79 X 
003 1 M::.Cracken I 24 13.4 MBCr 2/13/79 X 
004 1 M:!rshall I 24 27.7 MBCr 11/09/80 X 
005 2 Christian I 24 85.5 BCr 3/--/82 X 
006 2 Christian I 24 85.6 BCT 7/28/81 X 
007 2 Christian I 24 85.6 Bcr 9/04/80 X 
008 2 Christian I 24 85.9 MBCT 6/18/77 X 
009 2 Henderson Audubon Pkwy 0.1 Bcr 1/--/84 X X 
010 2 Hopldns Permyrile Pl<WY 44.1 Bcr 1/27/84 X X X 
011 3 Todd US 68  1.3 Bcr 1/31/80 X X 
012 3 Todd us 68 3.6 BCT 9/21/79 X X 
013 3 Todd us 68 2.2 Bcr 11/29/78 X X 
014 5 Bullitt I 65 Unknown MBCT Unknown X 
015 5 Bullitt I 65 116.0 MBCr 1/-/84 X 
016 5 Bullitt I 65 117.8 BCT 3/30/81 X 
017 5 Bullitt I 65 105.0 BCr 5/11/81 X 
018 5 Bullitt I 65 104.8 BCT 6/16/80 X 
019 5 Jefferson I 65 128.3 BCT 4/--/83 X 
020 5 Jefferson I 65 128.3 BCT 4/18/82 X 
021 5 Jefferson I 65 128.2 BCr 4/04/81 X 
022 5 Jefferson I 71 4.0 BCT 9/03/82 X X X 
023 5 Jefferson I 264 17.9 BCr 10/28/82 X X X 
024 5 Jefferson us 31E 1.9 BCr 1/20/83 X X 
025 5 Jefferson us 42 5.5 BCr 2/22/83 X 
026 5 Shelby I 64 29.0 MBCT 12/-/83 X 
027 5 Shelby I 64 30.0 Bcr 8/22/83 X 
028 5 Shelby I 64 34.0 BCr 11/19/83 X X 
029 6 Boone I 75 181.4 BCr 8/19/83 X X 
030 6 Boone I 75 175.8 BCT 5/06/83 X 
031 6 Boone I 75 181.4 BCT 5/07/83 X X 
032 6 Boone I 75 175.4 BCT 4/05/83 X 
033 6 Boone I 75 181.3 BCT 5/29/82 X 
034 6 Boone I 75 175.3 BCT 7/22/81 X 
035 6 Boone I 75 178.1 MBCT 1/01/81 X 
036 6 Boone I 275 10.6 BCT 1/10/84 X X 
037 6 Campbell I 275 74.8 Bcr 2/04/84 X X 
038 6 Carroll 1 71 43.0 BCT 2/26/84 X X 
039 6 Kenton I 75 184.7 BCr 1/-/84 X 
040 6 Kenton I 75 184.5 MBCT 11/05/83 X X 
041 6 Kenton I 75 184.5 MBCT 11/13/82 X X 
042 6 Kenton I 75 184.5 MBCT 6/23/82 X 
043 6 Kenton I 75 184.5 MBCr 4/03/82 X X 
044 6 Kenton I 75 184.5 MBCT 2/-/82 X 
045 6 Kenton I 275 82.5 Bcr 7/-/83 X 
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046 6 Kenton I 275 0.0 BCr 12/-/83 
047 6 Kenton I 275 79.0 BCr 1/09/83 
048 6 Kenton KY 1501 2.4 Bcr 1/09/82 
049 7 Fayette I 64 85.0 BCr 4/18/82 
050 7 Fayette I 64 84.9  Bcr 1/21/79 
051 7 Fayette I 75 106.3 MBCr 1/-/84 
052 7 Fayette I 75 110.0 MBCr 10/30/83 
053 7 Fayette I 75 103.9 BCr 12/07/82 
054 7 Fayette I 75 116.1 BCr 7/03/82 
055 7 Fayette I 75 105.8 BCr 6/12/80 ---- ---------------
056 
--------
T
---------Fa.
yet
te _ __ _________ KY 1f---------'i;1f _______ MBCr ____ 11/05/82 
057 7 Fayette KY 4 9.3 BCr 3/30/82 
058 7 Midison I 75 90.0 Bcr 8/02/81 
059 7 Woodford US 60 11.7 BCT 4/21/84 
060 8 M::Creary KY 92 17.6 BGr 6/27/82 
061 8 Rockcastle I 75 69.2 BCT 1/16/82 
062 11 Harlan us 119 18.7 Bcr 9/27/80 
063 11 Harlan KY 413 0.9 BCT 12/10/81 
064 11 1-byne KY 90 13. 7  BCr 8/12/77 
065 11 Whitley I 75 2.7 MBCr 9/22/82 
066 11 Whitley I 75 2.0 BCr 7/01/81 
067 11 Whitley I 75 2.0 BCT 12/18/80 
068 11 Whitley I 75 6.4 MBCr 3/06/80 
069 11 Whitley I 75 6.4 MBCr 12/16/79 
070 5 llullitt I 65 117.8 BCr 5/30/7 6 
071 7 Fayette I 64 83.6 Bcr 6/18/78 
101 1 Livingston I 24 30.7 MBCr 7/29/84 
102 1 Mrrshall Purchase Pkwy 51.4 BCT 6/04/84 
103 2 <hristian US 41A 7 .8 BCr 11/02/84 
104 5 Jefferson US 31W SB 2.0 BCr 4/16/83 
105 5 Jefferson I 64 5.0 Bcr 4/06/84 
106 5 Jefferson I 64 at I 65 12.2 BCT 5/04/84 
107 5 Jefferson I 65 SB 128.3 BCr 2/--/85 
108 5 Jefferson US 31E 1.9 BCT 2/-/85 
109 7 Bourbon US 27 SB 4 BCr 8/17/84 
110 7 Woodford US 60 WB 11.3 BCT 4/21/84 
111 2 Daviess US 60 EB 16.6 BCr 2/--/85 
112 7 Fayette Newtown Pike 1.0 BCT 8/20/85 
113 5 Shelby I 64 EB 25.5 Bcr 10/09/85 
114 5 Oldham I 71 NB 12.8 BCT 11/14/85 
115 7 Fayette I 75 SB 107.4 MBCr 7/27/84 
116 7 Scott I 75 SB 128.5 MBCr 2/-/85 
117 6 Kenton I 75 184.7 MBcr 2/21/85 
118 2 <hristian US 41A NB 10.1 BCr 3/10/85 
119 6 Boone I 75 SB 170.3 BCr 4/14/86 
120 5 Jefferson I 264 EB 18.2 BCT 2/16/86 
121 5 Jefferson I 264 EB 12.8 Bcr 4/04/86 
122 5 Jefferson I 65 SB 127.7 MBCr 1/23/84 
123 11 Knox us 2SE NB 7.2 Bcr 3/08/86 
124 7 Midison I 75 SB 90 MBCr 3/12/86 
125 5 Jefferson I 71 SB 8.3 BCr 2/15/86 
126 7 Midison I 75 SB 89.2 BCr 2/05/86 
127 5 Jefferson I 65 SB 123 BCr 1/25/86 
128 5 Shelby I 64 WB 37.1 BCr 11/25/84 
129 7 Fayette I 64 WB 83.7 BGr 5/31/86 
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130 5 Jefferson I 64 EB 5.6 BCT 5/02/86 X 
131 7 Scott I 75 NB 134.5 MBCT 6/11/85 X 
132 6 Kenton I 75 SB 166.5 BCT 6/11/86 X 
133 7 Fayette I 75 NB 103 MBCT 4/11/86 X X 
134 7 M>dison I 75 SB 89.1 BGr 7/03/86 X X 
135 5 Jefferson I 64 EB 11.5 BGr 6/26/86 X 
136 1 Lyon I 24 EB 37.3 MBCT 7/11/86 X 
137 5 Jefferson I 64 EB 14.4 MBCT 3/30/86 X X 
138 5 Oldham I 71 NB 22.7 BCT 7/08/86 X X X 
139 5 Jefferson I 71 SB 6.3 MBCT 7/17/86 X X -------------- ----i:tltJ--------�----------nrctl:soo. ---------r7SN!r -------<n: ;r---------ocr 5/19/85 -x--------y---------------- -------------------------
141 1 McCracken I 24 WB 15 MBCT 8/29/82 X X 
142 1 Trigg I 24 WB 59.7 BCT 4/08/86 X X 
143 7 W:Jodford US 60 WB 2.7 Bcr 10/18/86 X X 
144 5 Jefferson I 64 WB 5.5 Bcr 11/07/86 X 
145 5 Jefferson I 64 WB 0.5 BGr 11/14/86 X 
146 5 Shelby I 64 EB 24.2 Bcr 11/24/86 X 
147 5 Jefferson I 264 EB 18.4 Bcr 1/06/87 X 
148 5 Jefferson KY 61 NB Bcr 1/06/87 X 
149 5 Oldham I 71 SB 22.5 Bcr 12/05/86 X X X 
150 6 Boone I 75 SB 180.1 Bcr 1/08/87 X 
151 6 Keaton I 275 WB 81.1 Bcr 9/14/85 X X X 
152 5 Henry I 71 SB 25.7 BCT 1/11/87 X X 
153 6 Keaton I 75 SB 184.8 Bcr 1/26/87 X 
154 7 Scott I 75 NB 128 MBCT 1/26/87 X 
155 5 Jefferson I64-71 WB 5.0 Bcr 2/08/87 X X 
156 5 Jefferson I64 WB 9 .2 BCT 2/11/87 X 
157 5 Jefferson KY 841 NB 27 . 1  Bcr 1/09/87 X X 
158 5 Jefferson KY 841 NB 32.3 BCT 2/11/87 X 
159 6 Keaton I 75 NB 185 Bcr 1/15/85 X X X 
160 6 Kenton I 75 NB 190.4 BGr 2/26/87 X X 
161 5 Oldham I 71 NB 23.8 Bcr 4/19/86 X 
162 5 Jefferson I 65 NB 128.3 BCT 11/18/84 X 
163 5 Jefferson I 65 NB 128.3 BGr 1/18/85 X X 
164 5 Jefferson I 64 WB 5.5 BCT 2/08/86 X X X 
165 7 Fayette KY 4 EB  6.3 MBCT 3/31/87 X 
166 5 Henry KY 146 WB 5.3 Bcr 11/07/86 X X 
167 5 Henry KY 146 WB 5.3 BCT 4/03/87 X 
168 1 Trigg I 24 EB 66.4 MBCT 4/06/87 X 
169 7 Fayette KY 4 WB  2.6 MBCT 4/15/87 X 
170 5 Shelby I 64 EB 33.1 BCT 4/15/87 X 
171 5 Jefferson I 64 EB 9.2 MBCT 4/20/87 X 
172 5 Jefferson I 64 EB 5 .4 BCT 4/20/87 X 
173 9 Carter I 64 WB 176.3 Bcr 5/19/87 X X 
174 5 Henry I 71 SB 25.8 BCT 5/22/87 X 
175 5 Oldham I 7l SB 24.3 Bcr 5/22/87 X 
*Kentucky's version of the MBCT was the only type of MBCT evaluated in this study 
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- -----------------ooJ----m=-----severe-----�---mmcm----s---:m!j)l.e llll:Ve------� U!t<tKM! ll2aVy -uri<tR= --------------
OCX5 Alto-L Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE/R Simple GJrve SP-&-15 lilpJ:'Ol"l" lJnkna.Jn 1 
rJJ7 Art:o-i. Severe 9:>ill<IN UIS/R S:imple ClJr\e Over lilproper l.Jri<no;n 1 
rJJ9 l.Jri<no;n Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Simple GJrve Br Propar Heavy lJnkna.Jn 
010 ful:o-L N:n-Severe 9:>ill<JN UIS/R S:imple Cln:ve RB-R Propar M:rlerate 1 
011 Alto-U Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Simple GJrve SP-rol-45 Propar Exl:erEive 4 
012 AII:o-U Severe M:rlerate IRS S:imple Cln:ve SP-<Xlf-45 Propar M:rlerate 5 
013 Alto-U Severe Slatp us Simple GJrve Br Propar Ii?avy 2 
016 AII:o-L N:n-Severe 9:>ill<IN IHS S:imple Cln:ve SP-<X.W-45 Propar l.Jri<no;n 5 
017 Alto-U Severe M:rlerate G:>re Simple GJrve Br Propar Heavy 1 
018 ful:o-L Severe 9:>ill<JN G:Jre S:imple Cln:ve Br Propar EKI:a:Jsive 1 
019 lJnkna.Jn Severe M:rlerate US/R Parahilic Flare Br Propar Heavy lJnkna.Jn 
020 SJf Semre 9:Ja1loN UIS/R Paralxill.c Flare Over lilproper l.Jri<no;n 4 
021 Alto-L Severe Mxlerate RIE Simple GJrve Rlnp � lJnkna.Jn 2 
022 Art:o-i. Severe M:rlerate IRS ParaOOlic Flare Br Propar Imvy 3 
023 Alto-U N:n-Severe lJnkna.Jn RIE/R Straight llrlkncm Propar Mxlerate llrlkncm 
024 l.Jri<no;n N:n-Severe 9:>ill<IN llHS S:imple Cln:ve Stop � M:rlerate Uri<n<m 
025 llrlkncm Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Paralnlic Flare Stop Propar Exl:erEive 1 
027 l.Jri<no;n N:n-Severe 9:>ill<IN llHS Paralnlic Flare Uri<n<m Propar Sl4j:lt Uri<n<m 
02B fut.o;S Severe S1arp RIE Paralxill.c Flare Ili'-<Jver lilpJ:'Ol"l" M:rlerate 1 
029 AII:o-L Severe 9:>ill<JN UIS/R S:imple Cln:ve Stop Propar M:rlerate 1 
030 Alto-L Severe MxEtate ll!E Simple GJrve Br Propar Heavy 4 
031 A1t.o;S Severe 9:>ill<JN llHS S:imple Cln:ve Br lilproper EKI:a:Jsive 1 
032 Alto-L Severe 9:Ja1loN G:>re Simple ilirve SP-G/-150 lilproper llrlkncm 1 
033 Art:o-i. Severe Shill.cM G:>re S:imple Cln:ve Br Propar Imvy 1 
034 Q:niD Severe 9:Ja1loN ll!E/R Simple GJrve Br Propar Extensive 1 
036 Q:niD Severe M:rlerate lliE S:lnple Cln:ve Br Propar Extensive 5 
037 Alt.o.S Severe M:rlerate RIE Simple GJrve Br Propar M:rlerate 4 
038 Art:o-i. Severe M:rlerate lliE Paralnlic Flare Br,CM!r lilproper EKI:a:Jsive 2 
039 SJf Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Simple GJrve Br,O\Ter � Extensive 1 
045 l.Jri<no;n N:n-Severe l.Jri<no;n RIE S:imple Cln:ve l.Jri<no;n Propar Sl4j1t Uri<n<m 
046 Q:niD N:n-Severe llrlkncm UIS Simple GJrve ss Propar Slight 4 
047 AII:o-L Severe l.Jri<no;n l.Jri<no;n S:imple OJI:ve Uri<n<m Propar EKI:a:Jsive 1 
048 l.Jri<no;n N:n-Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Straight llrlkncm � M:rlerate 2 
Ole Aito-L Severe 9:>ill<IN lliE S:imple Cln:ve Br lilproper EKI:a:Jsive 2 
(B) Alto-L Severe Mxlerate RIE Simple GJrve llrlkncm PJ:'Ol"l" lJnkna.Jn 2 
053 ful:o-L Severe 9:Ja1loN llllS S:imple Cln:ve Br Propar Thkn<WI 1 
054 Alto-L Severe M:rlerate RIE Simple GJrve llrlkncm Propar lJnkna.Jn 1 
055 Q:niD Severe 9:>ill<IN lliE S:imple Cln:ve Br' SP-<m-15) lilproper EKI:a:Jsive 1 
057 Alto-L Severe llrlkncm Unl<rJ<,n Parahilic F'l.arelll7R, SP-CXW-30 Propar lJnkna.Jn 2 
058 l.Jri<no;n N:n-Severe Thkn<WI IRS S:imple Cln:ve Br Propar Slight Uri<n<m 
059 Alto-L Severe 9:Ja1loN RIE Simple GJrve SIIlP Propar Heavy 1 
060 Thkn<WI N:n-Severe Uri<n<m lliE Straight RB-R, Over lilproper Imvy lJnkna.Jn 
061 Alto-L Severe M:rlerate RIE Simple ilirve S'-ill/-180 Propar Heavy 4 
062 AII:o-L Severe S1arp IRS S:imple Cln:ve Over lilproper EKI:a:Jsive 4 
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063 Alto-L Severe lJrJl<rJa,n llffi Straight RB-L 
064 Alto-L l'bn-Severe S:lill.av llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve U:Jkno;.n 
1 
2 
066 Alto-L Severe S:lill.av I.!E/R Simple G.irve Br � Exl:a:!sive 1 
067 !uto-S Severe S:lill.av I.!E/R S:inJPI.e ClJrve SP-<lf-180 Inproper Mlderate 1 
070 Alto-S Severe S:lill.av llffi lJrJl<rJa,n � li:oproper lJrJl<rJa,n 5 
071 Alto-L Severe S:lill.av llffi S:inple ClJrve rNer li:oproper Mlderate 5 
102 Alto-S Severe S:lill.av llffi/R Simple G.irve RB-L Proper !mJy 1 
1Cl3 A1to-U Severe Mlderate llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve SP-<lf-135 Proper lblvy 4 
104 Alto-S Severe Mlderate llffi Simple G.irve Br ]rprop& Mxl!mte 1 
105 Aito-L Severe Mlderate IRS Rmlbolic Flare Br Proper MJderate 2 
----- -------105 --!Ut:c).{;- -� � __ _ Rffi __ _ ___ SliiiP!e_<:Iif\ie __ ____ � ----� ----- - --s:ugne:-- - -- -- 1 - -- - - --
107 U:Jkno;.n l'bn-Severe U:Jkno;.n llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve U:Jkno;.n Proper MJderate U:1kru:m 
108 lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Severe lJi:Jl<rJ<=. llffi Pamlnl i c Flare lJi:Jl<rJ<=. lJi:Jl<rJ<=. !mJy lJi:Jl<rJ<=. 
109 O:mb Severe MJderate liE Rmlbolic Flare Br Prop& H;avy 1 
110 Alto-L Severe Mlderate IRS Rmll:Joli c Flare Stop Proper MJderate 1 
111 U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n ll:i<r:Km U:Jkno;.n 
1U Alto-L Severe Mlderate llffi Parahilic F1are Stop Proper MJderate 2 
113 Ulkn<Ml 1'00-Severe MJderate RlS l'amb:ilic F1are U:Jkno;.n Proper Mlderate lJri<nao:l 
114 lJrJl<rJa,n l'bn-Severe S:lill.av liE Rmlbolic F1are Stop lJrJl<rJa,n Mlderate 1 
118 A1to-U Severe U:Jkno;.n llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve Stop Proper MJderate 1 
119 Alto-5 Se\lere Mlderate llffi Parahilic F1are Br Proper !mJy 1 
12) !uto-S Se\lere Mlderate liE Parahilic F1are Over Inproper Mlderate 1 
U1 lJi:Jl<rJ<=. l'bn-Severe S:lill.av llffi Parahilic F1are lJi:Jl<rJ<=. lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Sl.lght 1 
123 Alto-U l'bn-Severe S:lill.av llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve l&R Proper Mlderate 2 
125 Alto-L Severe Mlderate lH3 Parahilic F1are Over Proper Mlderate 4 
126 U:Jkno;.n l'bn-Severe U:Jkno;.n llffi l'amb:ilic F1are U:Jkno;.n Proper Mlderate � 
127 Alto-L Se\lere S:lill.av liE Rmlboli c F1are Over ]� Exl:a:!sive 1 
128 !uto-S l'bn-Severe Mlderate liE Rmlbolic Flare RB-R Proper Mlderate 4 
129 Alto-L Severe MJderate ll!lS Simple G.irve Br Proper Mlderate 5 
ill ll:i<r:Km Se\lere U:Jkno;.n liE l'amb:ilic F1are U:Jkno;.n Proper Extensive U:1kru:m 
132 ll:i<r:Km l'bn-Severe lJi:Jl<rJ<=. llffi Rmlbolic F1are lJi:Jl<rJ<=. lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Sl.lght lJi:Jl<rJ<=. 
134 A1to-U Se\lere Mlderate llffi Parnlnl jc F1are Stop Proper Mlderate 5 
135 lJrJl<rJa,n l'bn-Severe Mlderate llffi Simple G.irve Stop Proper Sl.lght 1 
138 Alto-'L Se\lere S:lill.av llffi Rmlbolic Flare ffe'lr linp:oper Extensive 1 
140 Alto-L Se\lere S:lill.av llffi l'amb:ilic F1are � Proper El<t:a:JSive 1 
142 Alto-L Se\lere S:lill.av llffi S:inJPI.e ClJrve ffe'lr Inproper H;avy 3 
143 Alto-L Severe S:lill.av llffi Rmll:Jolic F1are Br Proper Mlderate 1 
144 U:Jkno;.n l'bn-Severe S:lill.av liE Paral:olic F1are RB-L Proper Mlderate U:1kru:m 
145 ll:i<r:Km Se\lere Uri<rmn llffi St�t Uri<rmn Proper Mlderate Uri<rmn 
146 Alto-L Se\lere Mlderate llffi l'amb:ilic F1are Br Proper H;avy U:Jkno;.n 
147 Uri<rmn Severe lJi:Jl<rJ<=. liE Parahilic F1are Uri<rmn Proper llaa!iy Uri<rmn 
148 Ulkn<Mt l'bn-Severe U:Jkno;.n IllS Pambolic Flare Stnp Proper Mlderate U:1kru:m 
149 Alto-L Se\lere Mlderate liE Parahilic F1are Uri<rmn Proper Mlderate 2 
150 U:Jkno;.n U:Jkno;.n MJderate Jlffi Rmlbolic Flare U:Jkno;.n Proper lblvy U:1kru:m 
151 Alto-L Se\lere S:lill.av llffi Simple G.irve � li:oproper Exl:a:!sive 3 
152 Alto-L Se\lere Mlderate IllS Pambolic F1are Over linp:oper Mxl!mte 4 
153 Uri<rmn lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Uri<rmn Cbre Simple G.irve lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Uri<rmn Sl.lght lJi:Jl<rJ<=. 
155 Alto-L Se\lere MJderate liE l'amb:ilic Flare Br Proper Extensive 4 
156 Uri<rmn Severe Mlderate llffi Parahilic F1are Br Proper !mJy Uri<rmn 
157 Alto-'L Severe S:lill.av I.!E/R Paral:olic F1are Over Inproper Mxlerate 1 
158 Uri<rmn Uri<rmn Mlderate llffi Simple G.irve Stop Proper Mlderate 1 
159 Alto-'L l'bn-Severe ll1kn<Ml ll!iS S:inJPI.e ClJrve Stop Pl:tlj& Sl.lght 1 
160 Alto-L Se\lere Mlderate Jlffi Paral:olic F1are Br Proper JmJy 4 
161 Alto-'L Se\lere S:lill.av llffi Rmlbolic Flare Over Inproper U:Jkno;.n 1 
162 Alto-L l'bn-Severe S:lill.av IHS/R lJi:Jl<rJ<=. Stop Proper Uri<rmn 5 
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163 lutxrL l'lortflellere Sharp Rffi/R lJrJmaiD lJrJmaiD Prop3r lJrJmaiD 1 
164 1utxrL Severe Slal.1.& Rffi Parabolic Flare Stop Prorer lJrJmaiD 2 
166 lutxrL Severe Slal.1.& UB Slmp1e Cllrve Stop Prop3r M:lderate 1 
167 1l:!l.<rl!= Severe 1l:!l.<rl!= UB 1l:!l.<rl!= Stop Prorer Imvy 1l:!l.<rl!= 
170 lJrJmaiD Severe Sharp Rffi Paral:olic F'l.are lJrJmaiD Prop3r M:lderate lJrJmaiD 
172 Ull= l'lortflellere 1l:!l.<rl!= UB Pambilic F'l.are 1l:!l.<rl!= Prorer Sliglt 1l:!l.<rl!= 
173 lutxrL Severe Slal.1.& Rffi Pambilic F'l.are RJH. Prop3r Imvy 2 
174 1l:!l.<rl!= l'lortflellere S:lalla< IHS Paral:olic F'l.are Stop Prorer Jlblrmlte 4 
175 lJrJmaiD l'lortflellere Slal.1.& UB Paral:olic F'l.are RB-R Prop3r M:>derate 4 
- --"'Re:Eert:o f:tg\ireTror�of_cooes_am�aescrrptfuns ---------------------------------------------------- --------------
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TABlE 4. SUMMARY OF END Jcr 'JRF.A1MENT CXJNFIGURATIONS 
END 'lRENIMENr 
CONFIGURATION 
Simple Curve 
Parabolic Flare 
Straight 
Unlmown 
Total 
54 
46 
5 
5 
110 
49.2 
41.8 
4.5 
4.5 
100.0 
TABlE 5. PERFORMANCE REl.ATED TO Jcr END TREA1MENT CXJNFIGURATION 
PROPER PERFORMANCE IMPROPER PERFORMANCE 
END 'lRENIMENr 
CONFIGURATION NJMilER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
Simple Curve 35 68.6 16 31.4 
Parabolic Flare 33 78.6 9 21.4 
Straight 3 60.0 2 40.0 
Unlmown 3 60.0 1 25.0 
TOTAL 74 72.5 28 27.5  
* Percentages include only those accidents Where 
performance was known. 
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llNKlmN PERFORMANCE 
NJMilER 
3 
4 
0 
1 
8 
TABlE 6. IMPACT SI<."'VERITY RELATED 10 Icr END 1REAWENr PERFORMANCE 
IMPACT 
SEVERITY 
Severe 
Non-Severe 
Unknown 
PROPER 
PERFORMIINCE 
ll1PROPER 
----------------------------------- ------------------------------------ - ------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
END �--------------------------------------------
<IJNFIGURATION NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER 
Simple ilirve 23 60.5 15 39.5 1 
Parabolic Flare 23 71.9 9 28 . 1  1 
Straight 2 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Unknown 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 
Subtotal 49 66.2 25 33.8 2 
Simple ilirve 11 91.7 1 8.3 1 
Parabolic Flare 9 100.0 0 o.o 3 
Straight 1 33.3 2 66.7 0 
Unknown 2 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Subtotal 23 88.5 3 11.5 4 
Simple ilirve 1 100.0 0 o.o 1 
Parabolic Flare 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Straight 0 0 0 
Unknown 0 0 1 
Subtotal 2 100.0 0 o.o 2 
*Percentages include only those accidents where 
performance was known 
2 0  
TABLE 7. IMPAcr ANGLE RELATED 10 BC:r END-'l'REATI1EN PERFORMANCE 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�------------- - --------- --------------------------
PROPER IMPROPER 
IMPAcr END-'I'REATI1EN 
ANGLE CDNFIGURATIOO NUMBER PERCEN1'* NUMBER PERCENT* NUMBER 
Shallow Simple Curve 14 51.9 13 48 . 1  1 
Parabolic Flare 9 64.3 5 35.7 2 
Straight 0 0.0 1 100.0 0 
Unknown 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 
Subtotal 24 54.5 20 45.5 3 
Moderate Simple OJrve 14 82.4 3 17 .6 0 
-Sharp Parabolic Flare 18 81.8 4 18.2 0 
Straight 0 0 0 
Unknown 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 
Subtotal 33 82.5 7 17 . 5  0 
Unknown Simple OJrve 7 100.0 0 o.o 2 
Parabolic Flare 6 100.0 0 o.o 2 
Straight 3 75.0 1 25.0 0 
Unknown 1 100.0 0 0.0 1 
Subtotal 17 94.4 1 5.6 5 
* Percentages mly include those accidents where 
performance 1>038 lmown 
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TABlE 8. END-'l'REATMENr IW1AGE RELA1ED 'lD BCr END-'l'REATMENr PERFORMANCE 
PERFORMANCE 
PROPER IMPROPER UNK!JiJN 
END-
TREA:J}lENT ENJ)-TREA:J}lENT 
DAMAGE CDNFIGURATIOO NJMBER PERCENI'* NJMBER PERCENI'* NJMBER 
Slight- Simple Curve 16 80.0 4 20.0 1 
Moderate Parabolic Flare 17 81.0 4 19.0 3 
Straight 2 66.7 1 33.3 0 
Unknown 0 0 0 
Subtotal 35 79.5 9 20.5 4 
Heavy- Simple Curve 14 63.6 8 36.4 1 
Extensive Parabolic Flare 14 82.4 3 17.6 1 
Straight 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 
Unknown 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 
Subtotal 29 70.7 12 29.3 2 
Unknown Simple Curve 5 55.6 4 44.4 1 
Parabolic Flare 2 50.0 2 50.0 0 
Straight 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Unknown 2 66. 7  1 33.3 1 
Subtotal 10 58.8 7 41 .2 2 
* Percentages only include those accidents where 
perfonnance was known 
2 2  
TABlE 9. VEHICLE SIZE VERSUS IMPAcr SEVERITI (BCr) * 
VEHICLE VEHICLE 
ACCIDENT VEHICLE VEHICLE S1YLE SIZE IMPAGr 
NUMBER YEAR M<\KE OR MlDEL CA1'F.GDRY SEVERI1Y 
002 79 Ford 2-DR-sD Auto-U Non-Severe 
005 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe 
006 70 Ford 2-DR-sD Auto-1 Severe 
007 78 CMC PU Auto-1 Severe 
009 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe 
010 78 <hev PU Auto-1 Non-Severe 
011 76 Pont 2-DR-sD Auto-U Severe 
012 77 <hev 2-i:lR-sD Auto-U Severe 
013 77 Pont 2-DR-sD Auto-U Severe 
016 77 Pont Grand Prix Auto-1 Non-Severe 
017 73 <hev 2-DR:-SD Auto-U Severe 
018 62 Volvo 2-DR-sD Auto-1 Severe 
019 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe 
020 69 Ford Truck SUT Severe 
021 68 <hev 2-DIHID Auto-1 Severe 
022 78 <hev sw Auto-1 Severe 
023 75 Ford SD Auto-U Severe 
024 Unkncxm Unknown Unknown Unlmcxm Non-Severe 
025 Unkncxm Unknown Unknown Unkncxm Non-Severe 
027 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe 
028 81 <hev Chevette Auto-S Severe 
029 82 <hev Caprice Auto-1 Severe 
030 76 Ford VAN Auto-1 Severe 
031 80 Chev Monza Auto-S Severe 
032 81 Ford PU Auto-1 Severe 
033 69 Olds 4-DR-sD Auto-1 Severe 
034 79 Intl Semi Comb Severe 
036 83 Intl Semi Comb Severe 
037 74 &!(; Gremlin Auto-S Severe 
038 81 Ford Fairnn t Auto-1 Severe 
039 Unknown Ford Truck SUT Severe 
045 Unknown Unkncxm Unlmown Unlmown Non-Severe 
046 Unkncxm Unknown Semi Comb Non-Severe 
047 73 M:!rc Cougar Auto-1 Severe 
048 Unknown Unknown Unlmcxm Unkncxm Non-Severe 
049 79 Pontiac Grand Prix Auto-1 Severe 
050 78 <hev PU Auto-1 Severe 
053 78 M:!rc Zephyr Auto-1 Severe 
054 76 Plym SD Auto-1 Severe 
055 79 Wte Semi Comb Severe 
057 81 <hev VAN Auto-1 Severe 
058 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unkncxm Non-Severe 
059 76 Volvo sw Auto-1 Severe 
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DEGREE 
SEVERilY OF DAMAGE 
OF VEHICLE 'ID END 
INJURY DAMAGE 1llEATMENT 
3 3 Unknown 
Unk Unk Heavy 
3 4 Unknown 
2 Unk Unknown 
Unk Unk Heavy 
5 2 Moderate 
4 4 Heavy 
2 4 Moderate 
2 4 Heavy 
4 4 Unknown 
4 4 Heavy 
2 4 Extensive 
Unk Unk Heavy 
3 4 Unknown 
5 4 Unlmcxm 
4 3 Heavy 
5 Unk Moderate 
Unk Unk Moderate 
Unk Unk Extensive 
Unk Unk Slight 
3 4 Moderate 
2 4 Moderate 
5 4 Heavy 
3 4 Extensive 
2 4 Unknown 
5 4 Heavy 
3 4 Extensive 
4 4 Extensive 
4 4 Moderate 
3 4 Extensive 
Unk 4 Extensive 
Unk Unk Slight 
Unk Unk Slight 
Unk 4 Extensive 
5 2 Moderate 
1 4 Extensive 
3 4 Unknown 
3 4 Unknown 
3 4 Unlmown 
2 4 Extensive 
5 4 Unknown 
Unk Unk Slight 
5 4 Heavy 
060 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Heavy 
061 78 Olev Citation Auto-L Severe 1 4 Heavy 
062 78 Dodge PU Auto-L Severe 5 4 Unknown 
063 79 oc PU Auto-L Severe 5 4 Extensive 
064 76 Ford PU Auto-L Non-Severe 5 1 Unknown 
066 70 Olev Malibu Auto-L Severe 1 4 Extensive 
067 79 Subaru 2-DR-8D Auto-S Severe 2 4 M:Jderate 
070 74 Chev Capri Auto-S Severe 1 4 Unknown 
071 69 Plym 4-DHD Auto-L Severe 1 4 Moderate 
102 82 Ford Mustang Auto-S Severe 5 4 Heavy 
103 �------cnev 2-DR-sD Aiiti>-u ____ Tevere--------y-------z.- Heavy 
104 73 Renault lr-DHD Auto-S Severe 3 4 Moderate 
105 80 Mercury Cougar Auto-L Severe 3 4 Moderate 
106 68 Olds Delta 88 Auto-L Non-Severe 5 2 Slight 
107 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
108 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Heavy 
109 84 White Canb Semi Severe 3 2 Heavy 
110 76 Volvo sw Auto-L Severe 5 4 Moderate 
111 Unlmown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unk Unk Unknown 
112 ff) Chev Impala Auto-L Severe 3 4 Moderate 
113 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
114 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
118 84 Olev 2-DHD Auto-U Severe 5 4 Moderate 
119 80 Toyota Sedan Auto-S Severe 3 4 Heavy 
120 78 Toyota Sedan Auto-S Severe 3 4 Moderate 
121 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non=Severe Unk Unk Slight 
123 85 Ford 4-DR:-SD Auto-U Non-Severe 4 5 Moderate 
125 77 Chev Carnaro Auto-L Severe 3 4 M:Jderate 
126 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
127 76 Font TransAm Auto-L Severe 3 4 Extensive 
128 82 Honda 4-DR-8D Auto-S Non-Severe 5 2 Moderate 
129 81 Pontiac 2-DR-sD Auto-L Severe 5 4 Moderate 
130 Unlmown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unk Unk Extensive 
132 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Slight 
134 84 Ford 2-DR-sD Auto-U Severe 2 3 Moderate 
135 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Slight 
138 83 Chev Carnaro Auto-L Severe 1 4 Extensive 
140 83 oc VAN Auto-L Severe Unk 4 Extensive 
142 84 Mere sw Auto-L Severe 1 4 Heavy 
143 71 Chev 2-DHD Auto-L Severe 3 4 Heavy 
144 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
145 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
146 Auto-L 01ev PU Auto-L Severe 5 4 Moderate 
147 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Heavy 
148 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
149 86 Ford PU Auto-L Severe 5 5 M:Jderate 
150 70 Ford 2-DR:-SD Unknown Unknown 5 Unk Heavy 
151 84 Olds 4-DR-sD Auto-L Severe 1 4 Extensive 
152 78 Chev PU Auto-L Severe 5 5 Moderate 
153 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unk Unk Slight 
155 84 Dodge Van Auto-L Severe 5 3 Extensive 
156 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Heavy 
157 85 Dodge Ari Auto-L Severe 3 5 Moderate 
158 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unk Unk Moderate 
159 85 Buick SD Auto-L Non-Severe 3 3 Slight 
2 4  
160 74 Pont 2-DR-BD Auto-1 Severe 2 3 Heavy 
161 77 AM:: SD Auto-U Severe 3 5 Unknown 
162 00 Chev PU Auto-1 Non-Severe 5 5 Unknown 
163 85 Ford Truck Auto-1 Non-Severe 5 3 Unlmown 
164 59 Chev SD Auto-1 Severe 2 5 Heavy 
166 73 Ford Pickup Auto-1 Severe 4 5 Heavy 
167 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
170 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
172 Unknown Unknown Unlmown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Slight 
173 85 Ford T-Bird Auto-1 Severe 5 5 Heavy 
174 lJiiltilllwiT �-----unlmown.----unl.<nllwn---r<olffievere trnk llik Moderate __________ 
175 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Non-Severe Unk Unk Moderate 
* Refer to Figure 7 for explanation of variable descriptions 
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TABlE 10. VEHICLE SIZE RELATED 1D OCT ENO-'I'REATI1EN PERRJRMANCE 
PERRJRMANCE 
PROPER lMPROPER UNKNOON 
VEHICLE ENO-'I'REATI1EN 
SIZE ffiNFIGURATION NJMBER PERCENT* NUMBER PERCENT* NJMBER 
Small Auto Simple Curve 2 40.0 3 60.0 0 
Parabolic Flare 2 50.0 2 50.0 0 
Straight 0 0 0 
Unknown 0 0.0 1 100.0 0 
Subtotal 4 40.0 6 60.0 0 
Large Auto Simple Curve 16 61.5 10 38.5 1 
Parabolic Flare 14 70.0 6 30.0 0 
Straight 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Unknown 2 100.0 0 o.o 0 
Subtotal 33 67.3 16 32.7 1 
Trucks Simple Curve 3 60.0 2 40.0 0 
Parabolic Flare 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 
Straight 0 0 0 
Unknown 0 0 0 
Subtotal 4 57.1 3 42 .9 0 
Auto-U Simple Curve 8 100.0 0 o.o 0 
Parabolic Flare 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 
Straight 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Unlmown 0 0 0 
Subtotal 10 100.0 0 0.0 0 
Unlmown Simple Curve 6 85.7 1 14.3 2 
Parabolic Flare 15 100.0 0 0.0 4 
Straight 1 33.3 2 66.7 0 
Unlmown 1 100.0 0 0.0 1 
Subtotal 23 88.5 3 11.5 7 
* Percentages include on1 y those accidents where 
performance was known 
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TABLE 11. ACCIDENT SEVERITY RELATED TO BCT END-TREATMENT OONFIGURATION 
============================ ============================-============== 
ACCIDENT SEVERITY 
END TREATMENT PROPERTY 
CONFIGURATION FATAL INJURY DAMAGE UNKNOWN 
Simple Curve 6 25 11 12 
Parabolic Flare 1 17 8 20 
S traight 0 0 3 2 
Unknown 1 0 2 2 
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1l\BLE 12 .  '"KENIUCKY" MBCI' ENIH.'REA1MENT PERFORMANCE 
VEHICLE 
ACCIDENT VEHICLE IMPAcr IMPAcr GUARDRAJL INITIAL VEHICLE AGITON END-'rREA1MENT END-'rREA1MENr 
NllMBER SIZE SEVERITY Al\GLE PLACEMENr <DNTACr AF1ER IMPAGr PERFORMANCE DAMAGE 
our AUto-L Severe StJallow !¥chan 4 �13)�-� 
003 Auto-U Nm-Severe Shallow Median Unlmown ss Proper Unlmown 
004 Auto-L Severe Moderate Median 4 RAMP Improper Unlmown 
008 Auto-L Severe Moderate Median 1 Br Proper Unlmown 
014 Unlmown Nm-Severe Unlmown Median Unlmown Unlmown Proper Moderate 
015 Unlmown Nm-Severe Unlmown Median Unlmown Unlmown Proper Moderate 
026 Unlmown fun-Severe Shallow Median Unlmown Unlmown Proper Moderate 
035 Auto-U Severe Moderate Median 2 Bf Proper UnlmC<Yn 
040 Auto-S Severe Shallow Gore 1 Spear Improper Extensive 
041 Auto-S Severe Shallow Gore 1 Spear Improper Moderate 
042 Unlmown Severe Unknown Gore Unlmown Unlm= Unlmown Heavy 
043 Unlmown Severe Unlm= Gore Unlm= Unlmown Unlm= Heavy 
044 Unlm= Severe Unlm= Gore Unlmown Unlm= Unlmown Heavy 
051 Unlmown Severe Moderate Median 4 Unlm= Unlm= Moderate 
052 Auto-L Severe Moderate Median 1 Over Improper Unlmown 
056 Auto-L Severe Moderate Median 1 Oller Improper Heavy 
065 Auto-U Severe Shallow Median 4 Stop Unlmown Moderate 
068 Auto-U Severe Shallow Median 1 Stop Unlm= Unlmown 
069 Auto-L Severe Shallow Median 1 Oller Improper Heavy 
101 Auto-L Severe Shallow Median 5 Oller Improper Moderate 
115 Comb Severe Sharp Median 1 Br Proper EKtensive 
116 Unlm= fun-Severe Shallow Median UnlmC<Yn Unlmown Proper Moderate 
117 Comb Severe Shallow Median Unlmown ss Proper Heavy 
122 Auto-L Nm-Severe Moderate Median 1 Stop Proper Moderate 
124 Unlmown Nm-Severe Sharp Median Unlmown Stop Proper Slight 
131 Unlmown Nm-Severe Moderate Median Unlmown Unlm= Proper Moderate 
133 Auto-S fun-Severe Moderate Median 4 Oller Improper Slight 
136 UnlmC<Yn Unlm= Moderate Median Unlmown Unlm= Unlmown Moderate 
137 Auto-U Severe Shallow Median 3 Oller Improper Moderate 
139 Comb Severe Shallow Median 1 Oller Improper EKtensive 
141 Comb Severe Moderate Median 4 Unlm= Proper EKtensive 
154 Unlm= Severe Sharp Median Unlm= Br Unlm= Extensive 
165 Unlmown Unlmown Moderate Median UnlmC<Yn Unlm= Proper Moderate 
168 Unlmown fun-Severe Unlm= Median UnlmC<Yn Unlmown Proper Slight 
169 Unlmown Nm-Severe UnlmC<Yn Median Unlmown Unlmown Proper Moderate 
171 Unlmown fun-Severe Moderate Median Unlmown Unlmown Proper Slight 
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1liiD: 13. VEHIClE SI2E \ERRS lM'ACr SEVERITY 'l<ENID::RY" (MIT) 
VEHIClE VEHIClE J:l\Mil(E 
AIX:II];Nf VEHIClE \ml:CIE SlYIE SI2E JM>ACr SMRTIY ImlEE CF 'lD liD 
NMli'R YFAR MIKE ffi MIEL  OOEl1RY SEVERITY CF INJm\' VEHIClE J:l\Mil[E � 
001 76 01ds irlR-SD Auto-i. Severe 2 4 lJ:krx:wl 
000 75 OEV :HR-SD l\UI:lHJ l\tn'"tie\1el:e 5,5 4 t:tl.<i:im 
004 ffJ Fon:l 2-m-SO Auto-i. Severe 2 4 lJ:krx:wl 
OOl 75 Chev irlR-SD Auto-i. Severe 5,5,5,5 4 lJ:krx:wl 
014 lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Jim-Severe lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Mx1erate 
015 lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Jim-Severe lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Mx1erate 
026 lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Jim-Severe lJ:krx:wl lJ:krx:wl Mxlerate 
035 75 Chev 2-m-SO Autn-U Severe 5 4 lJ:krx:wl 
040 77 Chev RJ Alto-S Severe 1,2 4 Fxtersive 
041 73 VoJks Beetle Alto-S Severe 1 4 Imvy 
042 lJ:krx:wl lilkr:<:w:l lilkr:<:w:l lJrkra,n Severe lilkr:<:w:l lJrJ.<J:J<wl Imvy 
043 lilkr:<:w:l lilkr:<:w:l Thkrxl>n Uri<JUn Severe lilkr:<:w:l Urlm»n Imvy 
044 lilkr:<:w:l lilkr:<:w:l Thkrx= Ud<JUn Severe Ud<JUn lJrJ.<J:J<wl Imvy 
051 Thkrx= Thkrx= lJrJ.<J:J<wl lJrJ.<J:J<wl Severe lJrJ.<J:J<wl lJrJ.<J:J<wl Mxlerate 
052 67 Pl:,m 2-m-SO Auto-i. Severe 2 4 lJ:krx:wl 
056 74 Fon:l 9N Auto-i. Severe 3 4 Thkrx= 
065 79 1M; 2-m-SO Autn-U Jim-Severe 3 3 Ui<=n 
003 79 fuid< ffi .ltlto-U Sellere 3,5 4 Ui<=n 
Off! 70 Pent ffi Auto-i. Severe 3 3 Imvy 
101 8) Quysler Cbnboo Auto-i. Severe 2 4 Mx1erate 
115 84 lhlte Semi O:ni> Severe 5 3 Fxtersive 
116 Thkrx= Thkrx= lJrJ.<J:J<wl lJrJ.<J:J<wl Jim-Severe Thkrx= lJrJ.<J:J<wl Mx1erate 
117 76 M3ck Semi O:ni> Severe 5 5 Imvy 
122 82 Chev RJ Auto-i. N:n-l:Evere 5 2 Mxlerate 
U4 Thkrx= Thkrx= lJrJ.<J:J<wl lJrJ.<J:J<wl Jim-Severe Uri<JUn lJrJ.<J:J<wl Slight 
131 lilkr:<:w:l Ui<=n Thkrx= Thkrx= Jim-Severe Thkrx= lJrJ.<J:J<wl Mxlerate 
133 85 Fon:l 'IBip1 Alto-S Jim-Severe 3 5 Slight 
136 Thkrx= Thkrx= Ui<=n lJrJ.<J:J<wl Ui<=n Ui<=n Uri= Mxlerate 
137 8J. l1'!rc Sa:lan .ltlto-U Severe 3 4 Mxlerate 
139 78 Kffi.l 'l'ru:k O:ni> Severe 1 4 Fxtersive 
141 78 Peterblt Semi O:ni> Sellere 3 4 Mxlerate 
154 Uri<JUn Ui<=n Ui<=n Uri= Seliere Ui<=n Ui<=n Fxtersive 
165 Uri<JUn Ui<=n Thkrx= Thkrx= Ui<=n Ui<=n Ui<=n Mx1erate 
168 Ui<=n Ui<=n Ui<=n Ui<=n Jim-Severe Ui<=n Thkrx= Slight 
169 Ui<=n lilkr:<:w:l Ui<=n Uri= Jim-Severe Ui<=n Ui<=n Mx1erate 
171 Ui<=n lilkr:<:w:l Ui<=n lJrJ.<J:J<wl Jim-Severe Ui<=n Ui<=n Mx1erate 
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Figure l .  Breakaway-Cable-Terminal (BCT) End Treatment (Kentucky ' s  Type 4 ) . 
Figure 2 .  BCT End Treatment Wi thout Proper Flar e .  
30 
Figure 3 .  Proper Performance o f  a BCT End Treatment . 
Figure 4 .  Median-Breakaway-Cab le-Terminal (MBCT) End Treatment 
(Kentucky ' s  Type 6 ) . 
31 
Figure 5 .  Spearing o f  Vehicle by a MBCT End Treatment . 
Figure 6 .  Median-Breakaway-Cable-Terminal End Treatment 
( S imilar to D e s ign Tested by Southwe s t  Research Institut e ) . 
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FIGURE 7. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLE CATEGORIES 
VARIABL,E 
Vehi cle S i ze 
Impact Severi ty 
Impact Angle 
Guardrail 
Placement 
End-Treatment 
Configuration 
Veh icle Make 
CATEGORY 
Auto-L 
Auto-S 
Au to�U 
SUT 
Comb 
Unknown 
Severe 
Non"·Severe 
Shallow 
!1oderate 
Sharp 
RHS 
RHS/R 
LHS 
LHS/R 
Gore 
!1edian 
sc 
PF 
ST 
AMC 
Buick 
Dodge 
Cllev 
Ford 
G!1C 
Intl 
Kem1 
Mere 
Olds 
Peterblt 
Plym 
Pont 
Sub a 
Volks 
Volvo 
Whi te 
DESCRIPTION 
Full or m i d-sized passenger car ; full-s ized 
p i ckup truck ; vans 
Compact or sub-compact cars ; small pickup 
trucks 
Automobile , s i ze unknown 
S ingle-uni t  trucks ( 2-axle , 6 t ires or larger) 
Combination tractor and semi-trailer or full 
trailer 
Type of vehicle unknown 
Impact suffi c ient to cause heavy or extensive 
damage to guardrail, disabling damage to 
vehicle , and/or injury severi ty of fatal or 
incapacitating injury 
Slight or moderate damage to guardrail r 
funct ional or non-funct ional damage to 
to vehicle , and/or slight or no injury 
(Injury 3 ,  4 ,  or 5 )  
0 - 1 5  degrees 
16 - 45 degrees 
> 45 degrees 
Righ t  shoulder (mainline) 
Right shoulder (ramp) 
Left shoulder (mainline) 
Left shoulder (ramp) 
Area between roadway spli t  
Area between divide d ,  multilane h ighway 
S imple curve 
Parabol ic flare 
S traight (without taper ) 
American Motors 
Buick 
Dodge 
Chevrolet 
Ford 
General Motors 
Internat ional 
Kenworth 
!1ercury 
Oldsmobile 
Peterb i l t  
Plymouth 
Pont ia c  
Subaru 
Volkswagen 
Volvo 
�Tll i  t e Trucl\ 
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FIGURE 7 .  DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLE CATEGORIES 
(continued) 
VARIABLE CATEGORY 
Vehicle S tyle 2-DR-SD 
4-DR-SD 
sw 
PU 
----su 
Semi 
T ruck 
Van 
Injury Severity 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Vehicle Action STOP 
af t e r  Impact SP-CW-D 
SP-CCW-D 
OVER 
RAMP 
BT 
s s  
RB-L 
RB-R 
RB-B 
SPEAR 
End-Treatment Proper 
Performance 
Improper 
End-Treatment S light 
Damage 
Moderate 
Heavy 
Ext ens ive 
Vehicle Damage l 
2 
3 
4 
DESCRIPTION 
2-Door s edan 
4-Door sedan 
Station wagon 
Pickup ------�s�edlan
�----------------------------
Combination tractor & s emi trailer 
T ruck 
Van 
Fatal 
Incapacitat ing injury 
Non-incapacitating injury 
Possible injury 
No injury 
Stopped immediately upon contact 
Spun clockwis e  D number of degrees 
Spun counterclockwi se D number of degrees 
Overturned 
Ramped 
Broke through 
Sideswiped guardra i l  
Rebounded lef t  
Rebounded right 
Rebounded back 
Guardrail end s peared vehicle 
End treatment perf o rmed as designed , pos t s  
br oke away or guardrail redirected vehicle 
Performance other than as des igned 
Sli ght deflection of rai l ,  one or both posts 
mostly intact (but not broken) , concrete 
footing moved 
One post severely damaged or completely 
broken; other p o s t  mainly intact , rail 
bent between f i rs t  and second posts 
Both posts broken away , rail bent to second 
pos t 
Both pos t s  broken away , damage to rail beyond 
second post 
No damage 
Non-f unctional damage 
Functional damage 
Disabling damage 
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APPENDIX A 
STANDARD DRAWINGS FOR KENTUCKY ' S  
BCT AND MBCT 
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1/-
-
5;�' x 1011 Hex Head Bolt, 
Hex Nut , and Washers 611X 8" X 5'-411 
Timber Posts 
Rail Anchor 
Assembly 
2411 Dia. Post Encasement 
( Approx. 0.70 Cu. Yds. Class "A" Cone. , 
Both Posts ) 
PLAN 
ELEVATION 
.·� 
Terminal Section 
No. 4 
u I II 5;8 x I Y2 Hex Head Bolt, 
Hex Nut and Washer 
L I M I T  
Plate 
Line 
I 
® 
@ 
4. 
/"--.._, I / \  -) I ' I ' 
I 
N O T E S  I 
End Treatment Type 4 shall be to the pay li� its as detailed and the contract 
unit price each shall include Terminal SectiJ� No. 4 ( Alternate I or 2 ) ,  Cable 
Assembly Type I ,  Rail Anchor Assembly, Timter Posts, Class A Concrete , 
Reinforcement, Extra Steel Posts and all oth r incidentals necessary to complete 
1he installation . 
Formed G V�' x S ltz11 socket to receive 611 x  81 post, the void shall be filled with 
sand or place concrete around the post wra ped with one layer of ��· thick 
expanded polystyrene foam sheeting. The sa d or foam sheeting shall extend to 
within 1" of the top, this shall be filled with Butyl Rubber Caulking (commercial 
grade) or other approved waterproof material , 
" I I "  Form the top 4 of the concrete encasement pnd crown Y2 to drain. A construction 
joint will  not be permitted in the concrete �nchor. 
I 
End Treatment Type 4 shall always be cons:ructed with a 4' offset in a 37'-611 
Parabola as shown in Detail 11tt . When End Treatment Type 4 is to be offset 
greater than 4'-011 the last 37'-611 shall be flared as shown in Detail 11A11 and 
the remainder shall be offset in accordanc with the chart shown on current 
Standard Drawing No. RBI-001 . 
I 
5 The rectangular plate washer shall be eliminat�d on Post P2 to Post P8 . 
® When the guardrail system is installed with Sleet Posts the space between Post P3 
and P5 shall be divided into 3 spaces with posts 4'-2" OC_ as shown in Detail '�". 
If the guardrail system is installed with wood osts, all the posts shall be spaced 
6'-311 O.C. 
GUARDRAIL SYSTEM 
WITH 
WOOD POSTS 
Offset 
Post to Face of 
Guardrail  
P I  I 4.0' 
P 2  I 2.78' 
P 3 I 1 .  78' 
GUARDRAIL S'ltSTEM 
WITH 
STEEL PO TS 
�" v1 1set 
Post I to Foe of 
Guard ail 
Pi 4 .  ' 
P2 ds' 
P3 I .  8' 
METRIC CONVERSIONS 
I FT. • 0.3048 m 
I IN. . 25. 4 m m  
End Treatment Type 4 P4 I . 01 P4A I .  3' USE WITH CURRENT STANDARD 
P5 0. 4 4' 
P6 0 . 1 1 '  
P48 
P5 
0. 
0. 
9' DRAWINGS: RBR-005, RBR-010, RBR-015, RBR-016, RBI-OOI,RBI-002, 
4' RBI-003 P4 I ' P7 0 Ps P7 P6 Ps Tangent Line-, .. . . PG P7 0. 1 1 '  KENTUCKY BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS Q1 �acing_)_ 
6'-311 O.C. 37'
-6" PARABOLA--------I 
.... TRAFFIC 
DETAIL "A" 
END TREATMENT 
TYPE 4 
STANDARD DRAWING No. RBR -035-02 
""""" w RKG 1 .¢- �1 .. A., DIA'CT""oovo;iio"o'D'$}1'"  
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G"xa"xl'-211 Timber 
Offset Blocks (T yp) 7 @ 
Traffic ...,.. 
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r--·· 6'-3u PAY UMIT 
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' 
' 
1 -, 
i W1 •·.fj:.-_:-.:_:-='1_'"_J:;:.-.:.:.:J::  .. -k :._ � � 
=-=-=-=:-=-=-=r 
' 
T I ! �!;J ! 
� ::.:::::::.:::.::.::.::; � 
' 
Terminal Section 
No. 3 @ 
CD 
® 
® 
@ 
-:-- -28 Dia. 4 =Y  3" 5 --- Hole 
Cable Assembly 
Type I 
� 
I ; :--...... 
�Se?�
petail 
: I  r---r---+.---1 I ! I It 1 I I I II I I 
I I ' 11 I I : r----,------J:----1 I ' ' t :· : : I I 11 I 1 I r - -- ----jl----1 I 36 .. L-L.......-- _ __,_.JI _ ___t--l.. 
: :- r v • :J 
: I ' : I 
I 
I k I 1 , r----r---t---� : 
' ' i l ' 
' I I f I IL L _ _ _  _j_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ] I 
______ ..._ - __ .i_ _ _ _ _ _  _j 
18"Dia. 6X6-W3XW3 [ i--F:r
--: f"-----{3) 
Welded Wire Fabric�
---
�
---
�
--- � 
! 
: I :; � ! j 
24" Dia. Post 1 I :1 � 1 I r___t-----r;----�----1 I 
Encasement , r * 
{Approx. 0.70 Cu. Yds. : t :! � : : 
-· , 
Class 11t1.' Concrete, 1 : it � 1 l 
Both Posts) I r--- '• ----�----1 : II 
· ELEVATION· 
I It -""I !--3 I L _ _ _  � _ _ _  J ___ j : 
L------L _ _ _  J. _ _ _  
-
---' 
'-----""" 
2" Std. 
Galv. Pipe 
'-___) 
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· !NOTES · 
I 
End Treatment Type 6 shal l �e to the pay limits as detailed and the 
contract unit price each shall  include ! Terminal Section No. 3, _Cable Assembly 
Type I , Rail Anchor Assembly , limbe� Posts , Ciass A Concrete, Reinforcement, 
and all other incidentals necessary t� complete the instal lation. 
f'x Post and Block width plus 2�' steel Threaded Rod ,Nuts , and Washers 
or fx Post and Block width plus 2" !sutton or Hex Head Bolt , Nut, and 
Washer. Threaded Rod shall hove *me strength requirements as bolt. 
Formed 6�11X8�11 socket to receive l611 x 8 "  post, the void shalt be filled 
with sand or place concrete around the post wrapped with one layer of *11 
thick expanded polystyrene foam she�ting. The sand or foam sheeting 
shall extend to within 1"  of the top, this shal l be filled with Butyl Rubber 
Caulking (commercial grade) or othe( approved waterproof material. 
Form the top 411 of the concrete enJasement and crown r to drain. A 
construction joint will not be permi1ted in the encasement. 
Use Term. Sect with 1�311 radius wh�n adjoining system has wood or 
concrete posts. Use Term. Sect with � 1- 111 radius when adjoining system has steel 
posts. With adjoining steel post syste� the wood offset blocks shall be turned 
with 811 dimension parallel to traffic. '  
End Treatment Type 6 shall �e modified as shown on current Standard 
Drawing RBI-007. I 
' 
' 
' 
L---- - - --J 
I 
Steel 10 d CammJ Coated 
Nail (Drive nail at 
1penter 
of black and post, after 
post bo� is instatd) 
2401 
fi l7r 
· POST DETAIL· 
METRlC CONVERSIONS 
I r-"T - ""' 
I I N. =  25. 4 m  m 
(USE WITH CURRENT STANDARD 
DRAWINGS • RBR-005,010,015,016) 
Bearing 
Plate KENTUCKY 
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS 
I"XIO" I I END TREATMENT Eye Bolt, Nut, TYPE 6 and Wash!--
�ER!��:'_V£2
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